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The Prop1em.

Group organization evolving from interpersona.l contacts has

been studied systematically for some twenty years by a group of sociometrists,
most of whose publications appear in the Journal, Sociometry.

J. L. MorenD

invented as a tool for this study the sociometric test, which is still the
basic instrument.

The test is applied to a well-defined, organic, social

group as follows:

Each of the N individuals in the group is asked to name a

number (specified or unspecified) of the others with whom he would prefer to
be a.ssoclated in a particular activity.

The motivation for careful choice

should be very strong and secrecy should be guaranteed.

In ad.dition, each

person may be asked to name those with whom he does not wish to be associated
and/or may be asked to make selections separately for more than one actiVity.
The result is

8.

complete listing of the responses of each person to each other

in the group, counting "indifference" as a.-response.
The data collected may be exhibited in two forma.

The first, the

sociogram, has been explored extensively in Sociometry and is essentially
descriptive in character.
further in this report.

Since it is not a.na.lytic, it will not be mentioned
The second form is that of a maxrix of choices, C, .

There are two broad. classes of problema, both of which are largely
unsolved in any mathematical or statistical sense.

In problems of the first

kind, one tries to construct an index which is a function of the elements in
the ma.trix and expresses in sumnary fashion some chara.cteristic of the whole
group.

Construction of each such measure iIDmediately introduces the secondar,v-
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problem of the distribution of the index under some suitable null hypothesis.
Problems of the second kind deal with the interna.l structural organization of
the group.

In these problems, one asks how the group structures itself as

opposed to how it is externally structured by such things as physica.l, 80c1oeconomic and ethnic differences.
The measurement of cleavage illustrates the difference between the two
kinds of problems.

We may have subgroups defined externally, e. g., by sex

or as owner or tenant, etc.

Cleavage is then mea.sured by the relative inten-

s1ties of inter-group and intra-group choices.
kind.

On

This is a problem of tho first

the other hand, starting with a group which is fairly homogeneous by

external considerations, we often observe tha.t SUbgroups or cliques form as a
result of interpersonal rola.tions.

In this case, we may use the concept of

cleavage inversely to delineate the cliques and define the interna.l structuro.
We would say that the internal structure is that partitioning of individua.ls
into SUbgroups Which maximizes the cleavage (in an appropriate sense).
Applica.tions.

There are many applications of the sociometric technique to

industrial and military operations as well as to sociological research.

A fow

of these are mentioned below in some deta.il.
1. Leaders.

It is important that ratioDB.l methods be developed to

select those individua.ls who, while functionally part of the group, have
assumed or had thrust upon them the roles of informal leaders.

This problem

1s particularly acute in the selection of "straw-bosses" or "non-coms. II

The

methods should be relatively simple, certainly not of a Bort requiring extensive case study of each group.

Tho usual approach to this problem is to conN

sider the number of choicosrece1ved by each person,

8

j

=E

i=l

c ij .

The

difficulty with that approach is that a popularity contest may not necossarily
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reveal the true leader in a more complex situation in which he exercises some
control over a few key individuals who in turn control the rest of the group.
The structural analysis necessary for such cases would work uniformly for all
cases.
2. Selection of teams.

Quite often, at the end of a period of training

or indoctrination, it is desirable to break a group down into smaller units
which are to function in a manner in which it is important that there be much
~ood-will

mutual

ana understanding ana little friction within the units.

This

is part of a larger problem discussed later.

3. Cha.ins 5!! communication of information, rumors, etc.

In any ana.lysis

in which it is necessary to consider the chains formed by combining elementary
one-directional links between individuals, the appropriate tools are the powers
of the choice matrix.
C2 is c

i.1

(2)

= kE c ik

For example, the typical element of
ck '"
...

the number of chains of length two from. i to

The higher powers, similarly, give the chains of greater lengths.

j.

We may then

speak of horizontal and of vertical structures according as there are many or
i--.j--tlk---"'f~i) a.s

few chains which are closed (e. g.,
of equal length which are not closed.

compared With thosp

Further, we ma.y discuss decomposition

or separability of the group in terms of the chains..

4. Isolates. The true isolate in a socia.l group is always a potential
source of trouble.

Since he is not accepted by any of the other m.embers of tm

group, it becomes almost inpossible to make a reasonably effective pox'titioning
of the group into

sma~ler

units. However, in the usual for'mS of the sociometric

test, it is possible to observe a small number of

o~paront

isolates by chance.

It is, therefore, necessary "that the distribution of the number of isolates
under the null hypothesis be

mown

in order to judge whether the observed
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number is excessive.

5. Types 2! structure.

Construction of a typology of group orga..niza-

tions is a task perhaps best left to the social scientists, but there are other
problems in this genera.l area..

One problem arises in evalua.tion of a training

program or educa.tional process designed to produce a

specified kind of group.

Examples of suoh programs are educa.tion for democratic living and military
training to produce smoothly functioning combat teams suoh as tank or a.ircra.ft
crews.

Prograzna of this sort have seldom or never been evalua.ted directly in

terms of the groups they actually produoe.

Another problem is that .of oen- .

struction of a few indexes of type of group organization together withdorivation. of the appropriate sampling distributions.

Such indexes would be a help-

ful preliminary to the solution of the typology problem.

An example of this

kind of index is one which would mea.sure demooratic versus a.uthor!tarian group
structure.
Results

~

formula.tions of problems

~

further study.

The first problem

attacked WE.S that of the chanoe distribution of the number of isolates, those
who were not chosen by any of the others in the group.

This problem was

treated combinatorially and an exact solution obta.ined for the case of equal
likelihood of choice.

The exact distribution being rather involved, a simpler

approximation was sought and was obtained.

It turned out that a particular

binomial a.pproxima.tion was useful even for quite small groups.
deta.ils of this part of the work,

For complete

see Institute of Statistics MilJeo Series 36,

entitlod "The distribution of tho nunber of isolates in a group."

This paper

was also subnitted to the Annals of Mathena.tical Statistics for possible publication.
The next problou taken up was that of the distribution of the nuobor
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of mutual or reciprocated choices, e.g., A chooses Band B chooses A.
ca.ll A and B

8,

nutua.l p8.ir, there are two reciproca.tod choices in tho pa.ir.

It was considered best to discuss
l'

If we

= 2 (nutua,l choices).

1',

the nunber of reciproca.ted choices.

In the I:l.8.trix

c2 ,

the element c

reciprocated choicea Dade by tho i-th individual.
attempts were m.de to obtain the distribution of
of a matrix C with randoD. eletlents.

Thus,
l'

ii
l'

(2)

nunber of

2

= tr(C ).

Sevcra.l

directly, using the notion

The difficulty here seetlS to be that,

while the elenents of C a.re randoIl, they are not independent.
to solve this problem took tho follOWing fom.
the appropriate row and coluon of C.

= the

Another attempt

For ea.ch indiVidual, colla.te

Then the nunber of his choices which a.rc

reciprocated is equa.l to the nun.ber of na,tched choices in the collation.
Aasune (i) the d outgoing choices (row) are unifornly distributed so the
d

proba.bility of obserVing a. choice in o.ny one cell is N-l'

(ii) the

8

i in-

coming choices (column) arc unifor.nly distributed independently of the outgoing choices, and (iii) the nunber of reciproca.ted choices for the i-th individue.l is independent of the nunber for the j- th.
are realistic; the third is not.

Assumptions (i) and (ii)

Using the third, a.long with the other two,

it is possible (by brute force) to obtain a few moments of the distribution of
I'

and to show tha.t the asynptotic distribution is very likely Poisson.

However,

it is also possible to show that, for moderate values of N, the distribution
ma.y be very fa.r from the a.syt1ptotic form and depends heaVily upon the distribution of the

8

i

; i

= 1,

2, .•. , N.

The results obtained nay be useful for large groups, in which the third
a.ssunption is very nearly true, but are practically useless for smallish
groups.

Further research in process is directed a.t weakening the troublesome

third a.ssumption.

Thus, the results on this problem moe inconplete.

In studying the oha.in structure of the group, the totality of cha.ins of
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length k is given by ck•. If Ck is post-multiplied by C, we obtain the chains
of length k + 1 by the process of adding a link to the head end of a k-chain to
forn a (k + l)-cha.in.

The new chain is sa.id to be "redundant" if the new head

indiVidual coincides with one of tho preceding indiViduals in the chain.

Luee

14, 1949) discussed the problom and showod how

and. Porry (Psychomtrika, vol.

to obtain non-redundant chains of length 3; non-redundant chains of length 4
I:lE.l.y

be obtained as follows:

of length k, so that PiJ

(k)

Let p(k) be the oatrix of the non-redundant chains
is the nucber of non-redundantk-chains frao i to

J. P( 3 ) is obtained by the oothod of Luce and Perry. Then
cp(;) - F (4) + F (4) + F
- 1
2
,

where each chain of p(3) is a 3-chain connecting

(4) + F (4)
4

01

to

02

to

~

to u4 and each

chain of C 1s a l-chain ao to C1.' We have resulting chains of four different
types represented by the F S above. They are
I

l.

ao

I 01'

2.

a0

= a2

3.
4.

0:

0

0:

0

i

= 2, 3, 4

= a,
= 04

Thus, F (4) = p(4) 1 the required oatrix of non-redundant 4-chains. This is
l
obtained by subtraction of all of the renaining Fls fron the left hand. nenb<?r.
F (4) is the principal diagonal of cp(3) and is obtained trivially.

4

two axe

F (4)
2
.

where a iJ

= ciJc Ji

= F2 (2)

and biJ

p(2) - AC - B

= ciJcJiciJ (2)

and

The other
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F (4)
3
where dij

= cij

;

LC

(2)

Ji

=F

+ c ij

3

(3)C - D

(2)

c

~

Ji

J•

Thus far, atteopts to write a completely general foro for P

(k)

have

been fruitless, although it 1s to be expected that a sioilar approach to the
one used in obtaining the above result my give the desired solution.

Cer-

tainly the iterative fortlulation of the problem is !:lOre coopact than that of
Luce and Perry.
The first approach to the problems of internal structure was through
the work of Frobenius (8itzungsberichte preuss. Ale Wiss., 1912) on mtrices
of non-negative elements.
follows:

Frobenius defined decoopoaition of a natrix as

A matriX, M, is decooposable if, through sioultaneous peroutations

of the rows and the oorresponding oolucns (order per.cutations), it

~y

be

exhibited in the form

u

1

Q )I

where either U = 0 or V
decomposable.

= O.

'

If both are zero natrices, M is completely

If a natrix is deconposable, we nay speak of decaoposition into

o indecaoposable parts, if

M=

~l

M12

Mlm

r

~1

M
22

M2n

l

Mnl

I

\

""

"

MI:lI:l

and each Mii is indeconposable while each Mij with i > j is a zero matrix.
The application of the notion of matrix decooposition to group structure
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1s obvious.

Theoretically, if a group has a vertical for.o of organization,

we should expect choices to be relatively dense within strata corresponding to
the indeco:nposable principoJ. tlinors with fewer choices dirocted to "higher"
strata.

Since no choices (theoretically) go to lower strata, all of the blocks

M , i '> j, are e:npty. In practice, however, we will have blocks which are
iJ
approxirJately eapty below the principal ninor blocks and we should need a
fairly conplex senpling theory to account for these.

The worst features of

this problen are that we should then require a new set of definitions of almost
decot1J>0sabi1ity and

that~Froben:J.us'

results would not apply.

Another approe.ch to the problen of structure and also to the problen of
breaking a group into teams in sone "best" manner is the following.
an N x n grouping :matrix G, such that giJ
except one, say j'.
gij'

r0

=0

for every

j

= 1,

Consider

2, ••• , n

Individual 1 then is said to belong to subgroup j', and.

for each i corresponding to a nenber of the j' subgroup.

Rotelling,

in a report to the Chief of Naval Research, dated October 1, 1948, pointed out
that the trace of G'CG measures the aggregate good fortune of the group when
assigIlI:lents are made into m equa.l subgroups.

The good fortune of en individual

is defined to be the nutlber of others actually in his subgroup whon he

want~d

to be in his 8ubgroup, and the non-zero g1j are each assigned unit value.

The

problen of a.BsignI:lent becon.es one of InaX1I:lizing the trace through proper
selection of G.
When the nuo.ber in each group is not fixed in advance, i.e., when we
seek to discover the internal structure, the problen is son.ewhat :nore complies,.
ted.

If the gij which are non-zero are taken equal to unity, the maximum trace

corresponds to gil :

1, 1. e ., all indiv1duals in one group.

of this d1ffieulty a.ppears to be to take

The best way out
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g1j

1
= -n.r'

=

0,

if 1 is in the j-th subgroup and.

otherwise.

The bad feature of this choice is tha.t the optimutl good fortune of any 100ivi-

-+=
n -1

dual is

and depends on the size of the gt'oup in which he finds hiI:lBe1f.

j

However, if we choose the non-zero gij

= ..L
n -1

so that the optiIlUtl individual

j

good fortune is l, we get into serious difficulties with subgroups of one
(isolates).

Alao, it turns out that the choice of

-L
n

gives very simple

j

1axent roots for one of the critical matrices.
The latent roots of GI CG a,re the sane as the 1atont roots of GG' C.
Therefore" we consider R = GG', an N x N natrix.

We write· H = PEP, whero P

is a per2:lutation matrix and
1
...
~
~
1

r
B

-n11

=

"

-

1
n2

L

,

-n12 .• . . -n12
"

'\.

. . • -n12

II

""

I

J

consisting of I:l princ:pa1 diagonal blocks of order ni with clements l/ni such
m
that 1:: n i = N. The latent roots of B (and hence, of H) are III l's and
1
(N-Il) O's.

Frobenius (Sitzungsberichte preuss. Ak. Wiss., 1896) showed that, for
commutative natrices, any rational function of the matrices has oharacteristic
roots which are the sacs function of sets of the characteristic roots of the
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individual

rna~rices

and that the ordering which produces the sets is the same

for every rational function.

If this theorem or a siI!lilar one held for the

product HC 1 our problem would be solved.

That the theorem. a.s stated. does not

hold can be i.mr:l.ediately shown by construction of cou-Tlterexamples.
are

~

commutativo; the question

we

should like answered is:

H and C

Since we know

the latent roots of H and may observe 0 and obtain its latent roots, can we
express the latent roots and hence the trace of HC in terms"of the roots of
H and of O?

This 1 then, is an unsolved problem of great mportance in this theory.
H is a. symmetric matrix and, to wi thin an order pormuta,tion1 of the fOr.t:l B.
C, on the other hand 1 is not even syrmnetric.

However, since H is sy.mmetric,

the latent roots of HC' are the same as those of HO and the tra.ce of ED,
where D = 0 + 0' 1s tWice that of H0 1 so that the problem may be stated in
terms of two symmetric matrices.

Thus

we

may

resta~o

the purely algebraic

problem in two parts as follows.
L

Wha.t is the rela.tionship of the characteristic roots of He to

hl' h2 , •.• , hn and c01' c'12'

"'1

can' the roots of 11 and of C1 respectively,

if 11 is of tho form of B to within order permutations?
2.
~i

= g(hl ,

If the relationship is of the form "'i = f(h i , c a ) or of the fom
i
h2, ••• , hn , ca ' ca ' .•• ,
.
1
2

by permutation of the aI' a2 , ••• ,
of B in forming H?

an )1 do the different roots obtained

C

an correspond
. to the order permutations
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